Creating Hink Pinks
RHYMING LISTS

ate, bait, crate, date, eight,
freight, gate, grate, great,
hate, late, mate, plate,
rate, skate, slate, state,
straight, trait, wait, weight

bite, blight, bright, fight,
flight, fright, height, kite,
knight, light, lite, might,
night, plight, quite, right,
sight, site, slight, spite, tight,
white, write

bet, debt, get, jet, let, met,
net, pet, set, sweat, threat,
buys, cries, dies, dries, dyes, vet, wet, yet
eyes, flies, fries, guys, highs,
cab, crab, dab, drab, fab,
lies, pies, prize, rise, sighs,
flab, gab, grab, jab, knab,
size, skies, spies, ties, tries,
lab, nab, scab, slab, stab,
whys, wise
tab,

ail, ale, bail, bale, braille,
dale, fail, flail, frail, gale,
grail, hail, jail, mail, male,
nail, pail, pale, quail, rail,
sail, sale, scale, shale, snail,
tail, tale, trail, veil, wail,
whale

dead, dread, fed, fled,
head, lead, led, pled, read,
red, said, shed, shred, sled,
sped, spread, thread, tread,
wed

blew, blue, boo, brew,
chew, clue, coo, crew, cue,
blink, brink, chink, clink,
dew, do, doo, due, ewe,
drink, fink, inc., ink, link,
few, flew, flu, glue, goo,
mink, pink, plink, rink, shrink, grew, hue, knew, mew, new,
sink, stink, sync, think, wink,
pew, pooh, screw, shoe,
zinc
slew, sue, threw, through,
too, true, view, who you, zoo
bed, bled, bread, bred,

STEP 1

STEP 2

Choose two rhyming words that fit together (no matter how crazy) and list
them below.

Make a clue for your hink pink by using
different words to express the rhyming
pair. This is when you can use a thesaurus
if you want.

EXAMPLE — smart

EXAMPLE — a
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clever dessert

Read the clues from the right column and see if your partner can
guess your hink pinks. (Don’t show your partner this page. )
http://www.squidoo.com/hink-pinks

